The Evolution of TIG

TIPTIG ExtremeCase Portable Suitcase Feeder System

10004150 - TIP TIG EXTREME SMALL CASE 8” Spool - MILLER
10004350 - TIP TIG EXTREME LARGE CASE 12” Spool - MILLER
10004055 - TIP TIG HOT WIRE MODULE MILLER
10004060 - TIP TIG MILLER Interconnecting Cable 3m
    NEW! with Double Shut Off connection for water and gas hoses.
10004090 - TIPTIG TIG REMOTE CONTROL MILLER
    (REGULATION WIRE FEED SPEED +-, CURRENT)
99909800 TIP TIG Connection Cable Miller to HW Modul NEW, 2M
99909805 TIP TIG HW earth cable .5

TIP TIG shown with Miller Maxstar Package
for compact portability

Complete TIP TIG Portable System

Small and Large Suitcase

Heavy Duty Remote Box

TIP TIG USA 155 E 9th Ave Suite A Runnemede, NJ 08078 856-312-8166

TIP TIG SUIT CASE EXTENSION CABLE
PN# 10004046